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"The blood devil splits the sky claw!" 

 

As soon as Lin Yu made a move, his voice was so amazing that he even smelled it to the audience! 

 

"Sky hunting sword!" 

 

Zhao Sheng yelled. Facing the bloody claw coming from the sky, the long sword hummed. It was in 

response to Zhao Sheng's drinking. It gave out a startling animal roar. The animal pattern engraved on 

the sword seemed to come back to life, and kept swimming on the long sword! 

 

A sharp sword light met the ferocious and terrifying blood claw! 

 

With a roar, both of them disappeared, and they were even! 

 

However, if you look at it carefully, Lin Yu is more than Zhao Shengduo! 

 

The two people swam, you come and I go, in the Kung Fu of a incense, have fought hundreds of times! 

 

All of a sudden, Lin Yu's whole body blood gas declines, and some fresh blood overflows from the corner 

of his mouth. Under constant fighting, his body finally fails to support. 

 

Zhao Sheng's eyes were bright. Naturally, he would not miss such a good opportunity. His mental power 

exceeded the limit and cut out a sword. The light of the sword tore the bloody claws Lin Yu had made in 

a hurry. The next moment, a bloodstain appeared on Lin Yu's eyebrow. Zhao Sheng's Blade was only half 

an inch away from his eyebrow. 

 



Lin Yu broke out in a cold sweat and swallowed the water channel: "I Lost... " 

 

Zhao Sheng breathed a sigh of relief, and the two men stepped down from the fighting field, where 

warm cheers came out! 

 

Wonderful! 

 

Really wonderful! 

 

Although the results of the two in the test, not too good, but after all, is also passed the body test of the 

evil, the strength is still very strong! 

 

After watching the battle between Lin Yu and Zhao Sheng, the audience is looking forward to the battle 

between Ye Chen and lingjiuxiao! 

 

They know that lingjiuxiao and ye Chen have a feud, and, not in general, there will be a war between 

them! 

 

Sure enough, Ling jiuxiao looked at Ye Chen coldly and said with a sneer, "Ye Chen, do you dare to fight 

with me?" 

 

Today's lingjiuxiao has broken through the realm of Taixu, and its strength is enough to crush the 

existence of the general six layers of Taixu. Moreover, its spirit forbidding Dharma body can be said to 

be dominant in the battle. Naturally, there is no reason to lose! 

 

As long as ye Chen is killed, he is still the spirit jiuxiao who is also incomparably dazzling in the kingdom 

of God! 

 

With that, lingjiuxiao looked at Wen Tianli and said, "Wen Lao, in the contest, what if one side dies?" 

 

When lingjiuxiao said this, there was silence again! 

 



Lingjiuxiao, this is a naked intention to kill! 

 

It's not covered up at all! 

 

Although they already know that lingjiuxiao and ye Chen have a feud, and the hatred is not small, but 

they did not expect to really die to you and I die! 

 

Originally, ye Chen was just a clown like existence in people's hearts. He died. 

 

But now, people's views on Ye Chen have completely changed! 

 

Ye Chen is definitely an evil spirit with bad aptitude. If he dies, he will feel a pity. Many people are 

worried about him. 

 

However, although Ye Chen's qualification is against the sky, is he now the opponent of lingjiuxiao? 

 

Well, not necessarily. 

 

First of all, lingjiuxiao's aptitude is obviously against the sky. Even if it's worse than ye Chen, it's just a 

little bit worse. 

 

But lingjiuxiao is higher than ye Chen! 

 

Secondly, the martial arts practitioners present were not blind. After the test just now, many people 

suspected that lingjiuxiao had the forbidden spirit Dharma, one of the legendary deities, but they were 

not sure. 

 

And the forbidden spirit Dharma body, in the spirit body, all like cheating! 

 

In particular, when the level of the martial arts practitioners is not high, the spirit forbidden Dharma 

body is even more rebellious and terrifying. It can even suppress many blood vessels! 



 

If lingjiuxiao's possession is really the forbidden spirit Dharma body, then, regardless of the future, ye 

Chen will surely be defeated! 

 

In the history of the kingdom of God, it seems that the owner of the forbidden spirit Dharma body has 

never been defeated by an opponent who is lower than himself! 

 

Therefore, many people think ye Chen should not accept the challenge of lingjiuxiao! 

 

Because, Ling jiuxiao is obviously not to compete, but to kill! 

 

Now ye Chen has shown his ability against heaven. Although he has offended the strong men of the 

three or four forces, how about that? 

 

With Ye Chen's qualification, I'm afraid even if he wants to join the top power, he can do it! 

 

At present, all people think that the most sensible thing to do is to refuse him. 

 

You are also a demon of all ages, but you have to wait for the same realm if you want to fight? 

 

Now, if ye Chen is to fight, proud is proud, but reckless. 

 

The people of the kingdom of God are proud and despise the weak, but they are not reckless men. 

 

Arrogance is also a matter of situation and rational pride. 

 

Ling jiuxiao is a sneer on his face. With his understanding of Ye Chen, ye Chen is definitely able to 

fight.Even if ye Chen is disrespectful to him and has a festival with him, in terms of interests, lingjiuxiao 

must also want Ye Chen to die. 

 



He is bound to be able to enter the top power because of his spirit. However, the mysterious strong man 

from the top power who is present today obviously has some eye on Ye Chen! 

 

In this way, he is likely to enter the top power with Ye Chen! 

 

This is the last situation lingjiuxiao wants to see! 

 

To be honest, ye Chen's aptitude has already made him feel scared. If he enters the top power together, 

under the condition of equality, even lingjiuxiao has no confidence and can crush Ye Chen 

 

And he knew that if ye Chen was strong, the first one to kill was his spirit jiuxiao! 

 

So, here today, he has to get rid of his roots! 

 

It's always been his creed not to leave trouble behind. 

 

Today's jiuxiaoling is the key! 

 

In addition to breaking through Taixu, there are several backhand! 

 

He had fought with Ye Chen and deeply realized the terror of Ye Chen. If he had no confidence at other 

times, he would have killed Ye Chen. 

 

But today, ye Chen will surely die! 

 

Wen Tianli hears the speech and frowns slightly. Although he has a bet with Ye Chen, he is also a talent 

lover. 

 

At this time, ye Chen has already recognized Ye Chen. With his vision, he clearly faces the terrifying 

ruling power of the lower level existence and the forbidden spirit Dharma body. However, ye Chen's 

eternal evil is a great loss to the kingdom of God. He can't help but ask: "do you want to die or die?" 



 

Ling jiuxiao nodded his head and said, "not bad." 

 

Not only Wen Tianli, but also the cold woman in the VIP pavilion has frowned slightly. As Ling jiuxiao 

expected, she did intend to put both of them under the door. However, after a flash of beautiful eyes, 

Tu Lanxin did not mean to stop her. 

 

Because in Tu Lan's heart, the martial arts grow up, need to pursue Gu Dao! 

 

What is the poisonous way? 

 

Among all kinds of poisons, you can choose to kill by nature! 

 

Finally, the one who survives will often be sublimated and transformed, and will play its potential to the 

extreme and get real growth! 
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And ye Chen and Ling jiuxiao are evil spirits with the same qualification! 

 

After this battle, the one who survived will be sublimated! 

 

Her God Jizong would rather have a supreme existence than two immortals! 

 

Wen Tianli looked at Ye Chen, and his eyes flashed: "Ye Chen, the kingdom of God is cruel. Even if it's a 

competition, it's normal that people die. As a host, I can't intervene. 

 

However, according to the rules of the contest, you have the right to refuse. As for the dragon heart 

fruit, you have the first double test. Even if I lose to you, now I ask you, do you want to fight? " 



 

The audience was slightly stunned. Wen was obviously admonishing and reminding Ye Chen! 

 

Try to know that you will not intervene actively! 

 

But what about wenlao? Even for the sake of Ye Chen, he even gave up his bet! 

 

What does that mean? 

 

It means that even God alliance has the meaning of attracting Ye Chen!!! 

 

The alliance of gods, even among the top powers, is quite detached. After all, the alliance is in charge of 

most of the affairs of the kingdom of God! 

 

In addition to the privilege of joining the alliance of gods, there is no other privilege! 

 

Moreover, the alliance of gods generally does not accept the martial arts under the situation of disaster. 

Wen Lao, this is to open a back door for ye Chen! 

 

Everyone can't help but look at Ye Chen with envy. 

 

Get the favor of a strong person, I don't know how many years of struggle can be saved, and hard work 

is almost equal to one step to heaven! 

 

If ye Chen doesn't know how to cherish such a chance and refuse it, it's really a life and death ignorance! 

 

Wen Tianli eyes in the Jingguang flash, originally, Tu Lanxin identity is special, he will not fight for her 

favorite talent, but ye Chen is really amazing! 

 

Even Wen Tianli was moved. 



 

However, ye Chen in his heart, everything is good, is too proud, too crazy, not calm enough. 

 

This is a big taboo for martial arts! 

 

If ye Chen could listen to his advice and step back, it means that ye Chen is a material that can be made. 

But if ye Chen insists on fighting? 

 

Ha ha, so even if ye Chen's aptitude goes against the sky, his Wen Tian Li doesn't care about this kind of 

person! 

 

Then, he will not stop, but will let him die in the hands of lingjiuxiao! 

 

For a moment, everyone is staring at Ye Chen. In the fighting field, the needle can be heard! 

 

All of them are waiting for ye Chen's answer with all their attention! 

 

Among them, the most nervous is Yin Ming and Gu Lao, their hearts are tight! 

 

In the eyes of the public, ye Chen was indifferent. He stepped forward and said, "thank you for your 

kindness, but I want to fight!" 

 

Boom! 

 

In all people's hearts, it seems that there is a sledgehammer, which is heavily smashed down! 

 

Looking at each leaf in horror. 

 

They are frightened by Ye Chen's answer! 

 



Ye Chen really wants to refresh their cognition and break through the limit of their thinking! 

 

It's too fuckin 'dead!!! 

 

A bright future lies in front of you. If you don't accept it, you will jump into the sea of fire? 

 

Is that the fuckin 'brain? 

 

Don't pretend like that! 

 

Wen Tianli's face sank. He shook his head and looked at Ye Chen's eyes. He was extremely disappointed. 

He had seen so many people like Ye Chen for thousands of years. 

 

He is fond of gambling, so he knows the importance of calmness. He has seen countless young demons 

with high spirits and brilliant splendor in casinos. Although they may be popular for a time, they will 

eventually fall from high places. 

 

The higher you climb, the worse you fall! Because of pride, because of their own intransigence, because 

of their conceit, a lot of evil spirits, finally, not only family wealth, but also their own hands, feet, even 

life, lost! 

 

This kind of person is doomed to be a failure! 

 

Ling jiuxiao and ye Chen stand opposite each other. Since ye Chen has accepted his challenge, he is not 

in a hurry to make a move now. 

 

Ye Chen, I'm afraid of you? Fortunately, you didn't disappoint me, or were you as stupid and 

resourceless as you were in Lingwu 

 

Ye Chen looks at him without expression, light way: "you still remember, I said what?" 

 



"What did you say?" 

 

"I said I would kill you today, and since I said it, I would do it." 

 

Lingjiuxiao smell speech, slightly a Leng, and then, it is very disrespectful to laugh up, laugh almost all 

want to bend down, shed tears! 

 

It's like hearing the funniest thing in the world! 

 

He raised his head and looked at Ye Chen with a sarcastic look on his face and said, "crazy, Mr. Ye, you're 

really crazy. You can't bear to look directly at him when you're crazy to Lingmou!" 

 

All of a sudden, lingjiuxiao voice instantly cold 100000 minutes way: "what do you take to kill me?"His 

eyes, completely cold, staring at Ye Chen, said: "do you know that the constitution I have is the 

forbidden spirit Dharma body of the kingdom of God, one of the divine bodies?" 

 

In the fighting field, there was a burst of exclamation! 

 

Before, they were just suspicious, but now lingjiuxiao has admitted it! 

 

It's really forbidden spirit Dharma body! 

 

All people look at Ye Chen's eyes with a look of pity. 

 

If lingjiuxiao did not have the spirit forbidden Dharma body, ye Chen might still have a glimmer of hope, 

which is completely dead. 

 

However, lingjiuxiao has not finished! 

 

"Do you know that the forbidden spirit Dharma body is invincible when it can completely suppress other 

blood antagonists in the battle under the chopping of the enemy? Throughout the history of the 



kingdom of God, the owner of the forbidden spirit Dharma body has never been defeated by a warrior 

below his own level? " 

 

"Do you know how terrible the growth of Dharma has reached after I broke through Taixu?" 

 

As soon as the words fell, Ling jiuxiao suddenly had a blue purple light in his hand. Countless mysterious 

runes were circulating in the light, emitting an ancient and horrible long sword! 

 

As soon as the sword comes out, a very sharp cold light flashes out of thin air! 

 

Lingjiuxiao didn't even run the spirit power, but simply held the blue purple sword. The spirit of its own 

sent out a chill in the hearts of many warriors present! 

 

Even his pupils were stabbed by the light of the sword, so he couldn't look directly at the spirit jiuxiao 

holding the sword! 

 

It's really a long purple sword! 

 

What's more, this antique ware is of high grade, at least of the top grade! 

 

Lingjiuxiao said with a sneer: "do you know that this sword is called Lingfeng sword. It's a treasure of our 

Lingjia town. It's a high-quality antique with a real price?" 

 

If you have the invincible forbidden spirit Dharma body that can be regarded as invincible under the 

chopping disaster, you still need to use such ancient objects against the sky for cultivation and crushing? 

 

It's not a knife to kill a chicken. It's a nuclear bomb! 

 

Unprecedented strength gap, ye Chen is even that one hundred billion of the opportunity to turn over 

the plate are not! 

 



People think that lingjiuxiao has been fully prepared, enough terror, but lingjiuxiao, at this time, 

laughed. 

 

"You think it's over? Ha ha... " 
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"All this is nothing compared with my real cards!" 

 

All of a sudden, a clear light rose from the back of lingjiuxiao and covered the whole fighting field in an 

instant. 

 

At the same time, the tens of millions of audience felt that their spiritual power could hardly work! 

 

Wen Tianli, who has always been incorruptible, saw a bright pearl behind Ling jiuxiao's head. It was 

actually that his pupils contracted wildly. He could no longer keep calm. He exclaimed: "this Is this a 

pearl of pure spirit 

 

Ling jiuxiao said with a smile, "yes, it's Qingling pearl." 

 

Many people look puzzled. What is Qingling pearl? 

 

Lingjiuxiao looked at Ye Chen and said, "do you know what this Qingling pearl is? Oh, I don't know? It 

doesn't matter. I can tell you. " 

 

"Qingling pearl is the treasure left by the ancestors of our spirit family." 

 

"With the blessing of Qingling pearl, if you use the forbidden spirit Dharma body, the power of the 

Dharma body can even be increased by more than twice! In my current practice, if I use the forbidden 

spirit Dharma, even if it is a real existence, I will lose all my spiritual power and become an ordinary 

person in the forbidden spirit realm! " 



 

Silence 

 

The silence of doomsday 

 

In other words, on the challenge arena, lingjiuxiao's strength at this time has surpassed everything? 

 

What are you going to do here? 

 

At this time, Yin Ming was pale to bloodless. She couldn't help it any more. She yelled at Ye Chen in 

desperation: 

 

"Ye Chen, don't fight him! No 

 

She knows Ye Chen's pride and believes Ye Chen very much. If there is only one percent or one 

thousandth of the possibility to defeat her opponent, she will support Ye Chen without hesitation! 

 

But now, no! 

 

Because, even that little chance to win, there is no! 

 

Ji Siqing in the crowd, under the veil, flashed a trace of extreme anger! 

 

She had a rune in her hand. 

 

She made this Rune! 

 

Even, she's ready to coagulate! 

 



Destroy everything! 

 

Because this fight is too bad for ye Chen! 

 

She Ji Siqing's man, do not allow others to be so mean! 

 

Even Tu Lan Xin in the VIP Pavilion is also beautiful eyes. Lian Shan gently shakes his head. 

 

Originally, she thought it would be a close battle, which would let one side sublimate completely 

 

But now, she found that she seemed to be wrong. 

 

This battle is basically a massacre. It can't even be called a battle! 

 

It's not that ye Chen is so much worse than lingjiuxiao. It's not just your personal force that can be used 

to fight for martial arts practitioners! 

 

Ling jiuxiao took out a piece of treasure, which in the fight test, can be said, is equivalent to cheating in 

general 

 

Under such conditions, who can win him? 

 

Even with her eyes, even can not see any, ye Chen can overturn the possibility. 

 

And she never misjudged. 

 

Ling jiuxiao did not hide the irony on the veneer, and showed a seemingly elegant smile to Ye Chen: 

"now, Mr. Ye, I want to ask you?" 

 

"You, by what? Kill me?" 



 

Six words, word by word, echoed in the hearts of the audience in the arena 

 

"By what?" Ye Chen also laughs, but his wrist turns, and the green lotus destroys the sky sword, falls into 

the palm! 

 

He raised the green lotus sword in his hand and said faintly, "with this." 

 

All the people looked at the sword which was cast by Ye Chen as if it was made of inferior sapphire. They 

were all stunned 

 

This 

 

Isn't this the long sword Ye Chen took out during the physical examination? 

 

Originally, people thought that the sword might have some special abilities, such as stabilizing the mind, 

accelerating the spiritual power to turn far and so on 

 

Unexpectedly, this sword is Ye Chen's weapon!? 

 

They even, some can't believe their eyes! 

 

This is the hell! Don't talk about the real artifact, holy soldier! 

 

Even the lowest weapons can't be touched! 

 

It can only be regarded as a mortal with a little aura 

 

This kind of thing, in the kingdom of God, you throw it on the street, no one is willing to pick it up 

 



Can ye Chen use it as a weapon? 

 

There must be a limit to poverty 

 

This bloody sword will be smashed if it is touched by Lingfeng sword, a top-grade ancient sword? 

 

People look at Ye Chen's look, and even feel sad, just like seeing a beggar 

 

What a tragedy 

 

The contrast with lingjiuxiao is too strong! 

 

"Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha!" 

 

Ling jiuxiao, laughing up and down, this ye Chen is simply a living treasure! 

 

You're dying. You want to perform? 

 

You want to be a clown?Ye Chen looked at Ling jiuxiao faintly and said, "have you laughed enough? If 

you don't laugh enough, smile more, and you won't be able to laugh right away. " 

 

Lingjiuxiao at this time, completely relaxed, no pressure, smell speech is also a smile way: "ha ha, you 

don't worry, later smile can't come out, I don't know, but when you die, I will certainly smile." 

 

"It seems that you still have the same problem as before? If you are so happy with your smile, why did 

you escape from Lingwu land like a dog to the kingdom of God? 

 

Now, what are you, spirit family? The spirit family, I'm afraid, is not a small force. Why didn't you 

retaliate against me 

 



Ling jiuxiao suddenly changed his face and said, "what are you talking about! Shut up 

 

Ye Chen smiles and goes on: "you are the hope of the spirit family now. The immortal evil spirit of the 

spirit family can't let the spirit family know that you, the God body genius, will be sealed by a spirit 

martial arts, scared to flee, dare not face it?" 

 

Ling jiuxiao's face suddenly gloomy down, this matter he has been hiding in the bottom of his heart, but 

ye Chen, exposed in public! 

 

"Here, I, die!" Ling jiuxiao murmured: "forbidden spirit realm, open up!" 

 

The pure spirit jewel hanging behind his head was suddenly shining. For a moment, even Wen Tianli 

standing on the side of his head flashed in his eyes. At such a distance, even he was suppressed. This 

forbidden spirit Dharma body, in coordination with the clear spirit pearl, was really terrible! 

 

As soon as lingjiuxiao made a move, he cooperated with Qingling Baozhu to display the forbidden spirit 

realm! 

 

Seeing this, Yin Ming could not help exclaiming, "Ye Chen, stop him!" 

 

Everyone thinks that if ye Chen has any chance to reverse, he should use a thunderbolt to stop the other 

party before the lingjiuxiao Dharma is fully opened 

 

However, the Ye Chen they saw was standing in the same place with a light complexion, and even didn't 

have the meaning to make a move! 

 

Toda! 

 

Too big! 

 

What is the degree of self-confidence that you can still stand still at this time? 

 



Yin Ming's face turned pale and despairing. Although Wen Tianli didn't say anything, he looked at Ye 

Chen and his disappointment became more intense. 

 

Ye Chen is no longer crazy. He has no basic fighting consciousness and talent. 
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Anyone who has a little bit of combat talent knows that at this time, they must try their best to prevent 

the opponent from expanding the realm. 

 

And a crowd originally to Ye Chen some expectation audience, also is a cold hum, ye Chen's attitude lets 

a person disgust. 

 

At this time, ye Chen has been completely covered by the Dharma domain, and his spiritual power is 

extremely active. At this time, he is just like a completely frozen glacier in the environment of below 

zero Baidu. No matter how it works, he is still 

 

However, ye Chen's look did not change at all. 

 

Hehe, do you need to move ahead of time to prevent the expansion of the jurisdiction? 

 

His spiritual power is forbidden, but his blood can't help it, and the power of breaking the sky in the 

blood can still work! 

 

That's enough! 

 

One effort, break ten thousand methods, don't you? 

 

What's more, with the speed of the forbidden spirit realm expanding, it's very difficult for him to crack it 

in advance, and it may show flaws. 



 

However, all the people present did not know what ye Chen was thinking. Although they understood 

that the forbidden spirit Dharma body can be broken by strength, they automatically ignored it 

subconsciously. 

 

Because there are so many amazing body cultivation, why has no one ever defeated the owner of the 

forbidden spirit Dharma body by strength? 

 

That is because if you want to break through the forbidden spirit Dharma body by strength, its power 

must surpass the realm! 

 

Lingjiuxiao's face grinned grimly, and the victory was in hand. He didn't want to say anything more. The 

Lingfeng sword in his hand shook, and there was a lot of blue and purple light. The boundless sword was 

rippling open! 

 

The most terrifying sword meaning and the sword light of Lingfeng sword crisscross and condense. 

Lingjiuxiao is filled with a breath of extinction! 

 

What a strong sword! 

 

Zhao Sheng looks at lingjiuxiao's sword technique, but his face changes wildly. His eyes are full of 

obsession! 

 

In the martial arts arena, many swords are similar to Zhao Sheng! 

 

Lingjiuxiao's sword, beyond its realm, too many! 

 

It's already hidden. We need to break through the acme of sword, explore the road with it, and exhaust 

the root of martial arts! 

 

The sword light, with the breath of the ultimate Kendo, watching lingjiuxiao come out of the sword, is 

simply a kind of enjoyment for Jianxiu! 



 

Even, they have greatly improved their understanding of kendo, sword technique and the origin of 

sword! 

 

Wen Tianli's eyes are bright! 

 

Lingjiuxiao's sword, at the level of artistic conception, even makes him feel fresh and fresh! 

 

Yes! 

 

The sword of lingjiuxiao is not over! 

 

A strange wave moves on the blade of Lingfeng sword. The pure sword meaning and light gradually 

condense and shrink and converge on the tip of Lingfeng sword! 

 

Those countless sword practitioners wake up one after another, because they can't feel the breath of 

the origin of the sword 

 

Why can't we sense it? 

 

Because, that terrible sword idea, all, condenses, condenses again condenses, completely concentrates, 

ends up on the sword tip! 

 

Become a flash of extreme blue and purple light, so that the surrounding void constantly vanishing 

point! 

 

Ling jiuxiao displays this sword, his face is also quite reluctant, this sword, is his acme! 

 

The most proud of him is to die in my life 

 



Lingjiuxiao, with the power of forbidding spirit Dharma body, forcibly concentrated the power of that 

terrible sword to a point! 

 

It's hard to imagine how rebellious this sword is! 

 

"Meteor sword!" Ling jiuxiao whispered and his wrist trembled rapidly! 

 

The next moment, the light of the sword flashed. On the tip of Lingfeng sword, there was a very thin 

sword light, pointing to Ye Chen! 

 

The sword left a dark crack in the place where the sword light passed. The crack sent out the turbulent 

waves of space. This sword completely wiped out the void and almost cut open the space of the 

kingdom of God, which was 100 times more stable than that of the Holy Land! 

 

With a sword, the gods will fall! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen also moved! 

 

Let a person move is, ye Chen does not have any Dodge, resist the meaning, unexpectedly so hard 

ground, welcome to the spirit nine sky! 

 

Welcome to the most terrible sword light of lingjiuxiao! 

 

Lingjiuxiao's sword is really strong. You can't hide it! 

 

In a moment of ten thousand, ye Chen's whole body is filled with a dazzling golden light. It seems that ye 

Chen's body is like gold plating. At the same time, Jue Qiang's mind is pouring out crazily, capturing the 

light of the meteorite God sword wandering in the void! 

 

The spirit forbidden body can prohibit soul attack, but ye Chen, who has the body of demonic mind, 

can't help capturing the mind! 

 



All of a sudden, ye Chen's muscles bulged, twisted his waist, collected his back, poured his whole body 

strength into his right hand, and his throat gave out a roar like a giant beast! 

 

Endless power, howling madly! 

 

In his hand, the green lotus sword, which weighs up to the sky, was thrown out by Ye Chen and thrown 

toward lingjiuxiao!Ling jiuxiao coldly smile: "ha ha, come again this move?" 

 

A breath of ancient artifacts gushed out from his chest. Under his clothes, he was wearing an inner 

armor with light blue light! 

 

Antique inner armor! 

 

Inner armor gives out a light to protect lingjiuxiao thoroughly! 

 

If ye Chen throws out an ancient artifact, or an antique one and a half steps, lingjiuxiao may be nervous 

and cautious, but is it a piece of rubbish that can't even be called a spiritual instrument? 

 

In the moment of touching the light of his ancient protector, will it shatter? 

 

At this time, the light of the meteorite God sword was going to collide with the light of the meteorite 

God sword! 

 

Lingjiuxiao's sneer, more thick! 

 

Very good. Now, even the defense of his ancient protective objects can't be touched. Just disappear. 

 

With a roar, the sword light and the green lotus mietian sword collide with each other. In an instant, 

time seems to be still, and space has a momentary freeze frame! 

 



In the next second, a faint hum blows in people's ears. The invisible energy radiates to all sides. The 

fighting field floor, which is made of excellent materials and can withstand the fight between Taixu's top 

martial artists, is suddenly broken and collapsed! 

 

An incredible scene appeared! 

 

The blade tip of Qinglian mietian sword accurately hits the light of meteorite God sword. Instead of 

vaporizing and evaporating instantly, it shoots at lingjiuxiao against the light of meteorite God sword! 

 

Everyone in the arena, including Wen Tianli, even Tu Lanxin in the VIP Pavilion, flashed a shock in their 

eyes! 

 

How could that be possible? Even if it is an ancient artifact, it will be damaged if it collides with the 

meteorite God sword? 

 

But this is not a garbage sword, but it can shoot against the sword? 

 

Ye Chen is not only extremely strange himself, but also the weapons he uses are strange to a level 

beyond imagination? 

 

Ye Chen smiles at the corner of his mouth. Under the blessing of his great strength, the green lotus sky 

destroying sword, which is beyond all weights, has already surpassed the ancient artifacts. Is it so easy 

to be damaged? 
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However, the light of the meteoric sword was not destroyed by the Qinglian mietian sword, which was 

flying with great power. When the sword light collided with the Qinglian mietian sword, it burst out with 

an incomparable majestic sword meaning! 

 

Sword meaning, why does it break out? 



 

Because ye Chen broke the blessing and band of forbidden spirit Dharma Realm! 

 

The sword that condenses a little bit breaks up again and cuts towards Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulate. In the forbidden spirit realm, he can't display the atomization magic power. 

He can only resist this sword with his flesh! 

 

He hit the light of the meteor God sword with Qinglian mietian sword to weaken it. If he let it close 

down, even ye Chen would suffer a devastating blow. However, if he dispersed again, the pressure 

would drop sharply! 

 

The next moment, the crystal blue armor under Ye Chen's robe sends out a faint blue light, protecting Ye 

Chen! 

 

At this time, the spirit of nine clouds, the original face of ridicule, disdain, has been completely 

solidified! 

 

The green lotus sword has arrived in front of him! 

 

Until this time, he really felt that this seemingly rubbish long sword actually contained the extreme force 

against heaven! 

 

It is a kind of great power to forbid spirit Dharma body, even to send out lament! 

 

This flying sword is just like a killer! 

 

But! Now I want to hide, but it's too late!!! 

 

Boom, a earth shaking bang! 

 



Meteor God sword awn and Qinglian mietian sword hit the target at the same time! 

 

The strong shock wave exploded, and the ground of the fighting field instantly turned into scorched 

earth, and the dust and smoke filled up. The protective light curtain kept flashing, shaking and clicking, 

and the cracks appeared in the road! 

 

Shocked 

 

Completely shocked 

 

Not only the whole audience, but also the contestants, including Wen Tianli, were shocked 

 

This Is it still the battle of the warriors under the war? 

 

Yuan Lu swallowed his mouth and his eyes were straight. Originally, he thought he was a super genius to 

be proud of the kingdom of God. When he saw the battle between them, he only felt that he was not 

even Farting! 

 

With a wave of Wen Tianli's hand and the wind, the dust under the light curtain will be swept away! 

 

At this time ye Chen, all over the blood, on the body, full of holes! 

 

Even above his head, there is blood oozing out! The crystal blue armor he was wearing was also 

completely broken. 

 

They almost didn't stare out of their eyes! 

 

Ye Chen body, random a wound, for ordinary people, have died can not die again!? 

 

But what about ye Chen? 



 

Not only live well, but also on the wound, the flesh and blood wriggle wildly, is actually with the naked 

eye visible speed, heals! 

 

What the hell? 

 

Or people? 

 

Almost immortal, right? 

 

Even the top demons in the kingdom of God do not have such vitality? 

 

How hard did you resist that terrible sword? 

 

Wen Tianli, at this time, where is there any God alliance strong, experienced gambler's demeanor? 

 

He looked at Ye Chen's growing and recovering body. In his blood, there was still a faint flash of golden 

light. He could not help but murmured: "what kind of body is this? Is it the legendary Wanjie body?" 

 

Wen Tianli did not deliberately lower his voice. Many people present heard his murmur. 

 

Immediately, a crowd, are the face of horror! 

 

Wanjieti! 

 

It is not weaker than the existence of the divine body! 

 

What is the kaleidoscope? 

 



As the name suggests, it is a Dharma that can never be destroyed! 

 

Wanjieti is not particularly powerful in fighting and martial arts, but it is the physique that almost all 

martial arts practitioners hope to have! 

 

Why? 

 

Because, if you want to completely kill the owner of the marauding body, even if your strength is far 

stronger than the other party, or even higher than the other party, it is very difficult! 

 

No matter how strong other gods are, they must live to a time when they can grow up completely! 

 

No matter how bad the battle is, life is not important! 

 

Even, it has been said that after being destroyed by human form and God, a very strong man with a 

kaleidoscope was revived by a remnant finger and a remnant soul sealed in it! 

 

However, ye Chen's life force is so terrible that it seems that there is no other explanation except Wanjie 

body! 

 

People all think that ye Chen is bound to be killed by lingjiuxiao's forbidden spirit Dharma body, but 

unexpectedly, ye Chen is also a genius with evil spirit body! 

 

At this time, people look at lingjiuxiao again. 

 

In a moment, all the faces of people, have emerged to the horror of the look! 

 

In the place where lingjiuxiao was originally standing, no one was found. On the ground, there were 

fragments of the inner armor of the ancient artifacts. 

 

But! In the air, but left a incomparably strange bloody figure!!! 



 

On that bloody figure, you can vaguely see that lingjiuxiao's face is mixed with panic, perplexity, 

resentment, anger, madness, pleading and other emotions, which is extremely complicated!This bloody 

figure is undoubtedly the figure of lingjiuxiao, but it is only a figure! 

 

A bloody figure branded in the void by the supreme power and life! 

 

As for Ling jiuxiao himself? 

 

Nature, form and spirit are all destroyed 

 

He's not a man of disaster 

 

This decisive battle of life and death is beyond everyone's expectation 

 

Finally, the winner is Ye Chen!!! 

 

Silence, however, is only a brief silence 

 

The next moment, the scene, then burst out straight into the sky cheers! 

 

Countless people are shouting Ye Chen's name! 

 

I'm convinced!!! 

 

These Shenguo warriors were completely convinced by Ye Chen! 

 

Why, many people will ignore the barriers of race and nationality and worship some sports stars? 

 



It's because of their talent, skill and admiration! 

 

For the martial arts, it is even more so! 

 

Ye Chen, not only killed lingjiuxiao, but also killed with one sword! 

 

Even, it is a miracle that marks the blood into the void! 

 

Even if you have a divine body, hold an ancient ware, sacrifice the supreme treasure, and surprise the 

sky with a sword 

 

I'll kill myself with one sword! 

 

This is what a kind of elegant demeanor, what a brilliant ah! 

 

As long as you are strong, no matter what your origin or past, you can be respected by others! 

 

Ye Chen's injury has almost recovered, and he found that he has broken through the four layers of days, 

five days away, but one step away. 

 

He limped to the blood shadow left by lingjiuxiao, looked at the complicated look on lingjiuxiao's face, 

and said, "I said that I will kill you today, so you will never live today." 

 

As he said this, he looked far away and looked at the clouds and smoke gathering and dispersing in the 

sky. 

 

If xuanyuezong's brothers and sisters have spirits in heaven, they will be very happy, right? 

 

I Ye Chen finally avenged for you!!! 

 



All of a sudden, ye Chen takes back his eyes and sweeps his eyes in the void. The blood shadow of 

lingjiuxiao appears on his face with a strange color. 

 

In his heart, he asked Canggu medical God, "Canggu medical God, it seems that there is something more 

in my body I seem to have absorbed some of this nameless source... " 
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The ancient medical God was silent for a moment, and then he said, "boy, your physique is really against 

the weather. It's just a metamorphosis in metamorphosis Now, I can assure you, your life experience is 

absolutely terrible! 

 

You really absorbed the nameless origin. Although you didn't have a complete body of forbidden spirit, 

but This part of the origin is enough to make you not affected by the power of forbidden spirit 

 

When ye Chen hears the speech, he can't help but look ecstatic! 

 

That is to say, the spirit forbidden Dharma body against heaven belongs to itself? 

 

It's against the weather! 

 

Is it reincarnation? 

 

He just activated the red dust God pulse and Lingfeng God pulse in the reincarnation blood vein! 

 

To be honest, although he successfully killed the nameless with one sword this time, a large part of the 

reason is that nameless underestimated the power of Qinglian's sword to kill the sky, and the power he 

got to break the heaven happened to restrain the nameless forbidden spirit body! 

 



Generally speaking, the forbidden spirit Dharma body is still very terrible. Although his body has 

recovered now, if he does not break the binding force on the awn of meteor God sword with a sword, 

even ye Chen will definitely be in danger! 

 

But! Now that he can be free from the influence of the forbidden spirit, the situation is very different! 

 

However strong the meteorite sword awn is, with his physical quality, terrorist vitality, and atomization 

magic power, it is nothing at all. 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand and collected the Lingfeng sword, Qingling pearl and lingjiuxiao's storage bag. 

 

Naturally, he would not have any idea of returning it to the spirit family. 

 

Lingjiuxiao wants to kill him, but he will kill him. Lingjiuxiao's things are naturally his. 

 

If it was himself, would lingjiuxiao return the treasure he got from himself to xuanyuezong? 

 

And at this time, the spirit of the family master spirit Wuji, looking at Ye Chen, his eyes have been 

covered with blood, the whole body breath is crazy surging, almost all will be possessed by the devil! 

 

The hope of the rise of Lingjia is destroyed by Ye Chen, the treasure of Lingjia is taken away by Ye Chen, 

and his nephew is killed by Ye Chen! 

 

Can he not be resentful? Resentment to the spirit will burst! 

 

Can he dare to fight ye Chen? Can you fight ye Chen? 

 

Lingjiuxiao is dead, so the one who joins God Jizong must be ye Chen! 

 

Such a powerful disciple, even a common disciple, is not their spiritual family at all, can be provoked by 

ah!!! 



 

The spirit is limitless, can only swallow one's anger! 

 

Suddenly, a brilliant, flying out of the arena VIP Pavilion, fell in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Guanghua converges, showing a woman's figure. 

 

Dressed in a black gauze skirt, the look is extremely cold, but incomparably attractive! 

 

Tu Lanxin's figure! 

 

But at this time, there is no one here, dare to look at TU Lan Xin! 

 

She did not deliberately send out any breath, just standing there, it makes people tremble from the 

spirit! 

 

It is a kind of lower life, facing the upper life, from the instinctive fear! 

 

Tu Lanxin's strength, too terrible!!! 

 

Even ye Chen, is in the heart exclamation! 

 

At this time, the woman standing in front of him seems not human! 

 

It's a real God coming from the mysterious place! 

 

Pressure Ye Chen, almost a little breathless! 

 



Tu Lanxin looked at Ye Chen and said coldly, "this seat is from the God Jizong. Would you like to come 

under my door?" 

 

Ye Chen looks moving, God Jizong? 

 

Isn't that where Gu Lao used to be? 

 

It saved him a lot of trouble. 

 

Immediately, ye Chen nodded his head: "younger generation is willing." 

 

Tu Lanxin nodded, a little jade hand, a dark awn, fell on Ye Chen! 

 

Tu Lan Xin said faintly: "I left a breath on you. You are ready. After a month, I will come to pick you up." 

 

After that, the figure flashed and disappeared. 

 

Ye Chen this just suddenly exhaled a breath, this woman, give him pressure, too big! 

 

At this time, the voice of the ancient medical God sounded in Ye Chen's heart: "boy, you are lucky, this 

woman is very powerful. Just the breath left on you is enough to frighten the existence under the 

disaster situation!" 

 

Ye Chen's look moved, which is convenient for him to do some things. 

 

There are still a few things I haven't done this time. 

 

However, the moment is not urgent, what is he doing now? 

 

Of course, it is to get longxinguo! 



 

Ye Chen smiles and looks at Wen Tianli. 

 

At this time, Wen Tianli was full of embarrassment. 

 

Why embarrassed? 

 

Before ye Chen and Ling jiuxiao fight, what does he think of Ye Chen? 

 

Think ye Chen is the doomed loser? Have you seen countless people who are so arrogant as ye Chen, 

but have nothing in the end? 

 

Look like I've seen you through? 

 

But what happened?But ye Chen survived! 

 

He is only glad that he didn't say anything at that time! 

 

Otherwise, his old face is really lost! 

 

Ye Chen, the dragon in the sky! Is he able to measure and guess the existence? 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile to Wen Tianli: "Wen Lao, can you tell me who is the first in this selection 

competition?" 

 

Wen Tianli said with a smile: "er Naturally, it's Mr. Ye. " 

 

He now, just want to leave quickly, see ye Chen feel embarrassed! 

 



With a wave of his hand, he threw a jade box to Ye Chen and said, "this is the longxinguo you want. OK, 

if there's nothing wrong with it, I'm leaving." 

 

After all, it was a flash of body shape, and it disappeared in the void! 

 

Ye Chen took the jade box, gently exhaled a breath, stroked the surface of the jade box, and said to 

himself, "Chu Ying, you died because of me, and you can finally revive you. I'm sorry to have kept you 

waiting so long..." 

 

Finally! 

 

He finally got the dragon heart fruit, can let Chu Ying recover from the false death! 

 

Think of Chu Ying in order to save him, by Mu Ye hit and dying, ye Chen can not help but feel ashamed. 

 

Let Chu Ying in the ice coffin, lying for so long, has always let Ye Chen feel very guilty. 

 

But now, it's all over 

 

At the same time. 

 

Outside the attic. 

 

Two figures stand. 

 

One is Tu Lan Xin, whose strength shakes everything! 

 

As for the other is Ji Siqing, who has been hiding his accomplishments! 

 

Ji Siqing looks indifferent under the veil! 



 

As if in front of the noble strong, no trace of moving. 

 

Tu LAN heart laughed: "if I guess correctly, it's not your real name." 

 

"What's your real name?" 

 

Ji Siqing, with his hands behind him, said faintly, "is the name very important?" 

 

"But my talent is not worth your coming to see me in person." 

 

Tu Lan Xin shook his head, stepped out and said seriously, "no matter what your name is." 

 

"I ask you! Miss Ji, would you like to join shenjizong 

 

This is a great honor! 

 

She didn't think Ji Siqing would refuse! 

 

However, not even a second! 

 

The veiled girl spoke! 

 

"Sorry, I refuse." 
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"Now that you accept it, it will be a month..." 



 

Tu Lanxin's voice suddenly stops! 

 

Her old face was full of shock! 

 

She had planned to take the same choice with Ye Chen for this woman! 

 

However, the woman refused! 

 

What she refused was the extremely powerful shenjizong of the kingdom of God! 

 

This girl is crazy! 

 

Tu Lanxin forced herself to calm down and said in a cold voice, "do you know what it means to refuse 

the God Jizong?" 

 

Ji Siqing looked bland: "I know." 

 

"Now I'll give you another chance to go back on your word! Would you like to join God Jizong 

 

Tu Lanxin's expression is already a little ferocious! 

 

Her anger is suppressing! 

 

Her whole body is set off a gust of wind! 

 

She is threatening Ji Siqing! 

 

However, Ji Siqing's eyes closed. 



 

And then all of a sudden! 

 

That pair of eyes seems to have experienced the vicissitudes of the world! 

 

In a flash, Tu Lanxin's pressure has all disappeared! 

 

At this moment, she is not Ji Siqing! 

 

It's Qu Chenyan, the powerful song of ancient times! 

 

"I said, I won't be a member of shenjizong." 

 

"That's enough for your family." 

 

"And I, just join in other sects, even a fourth class sect." 

 

"Don't disturb me again." 

 

"I like quietness." 

 

Tu Lanxin's expression was extremely strange. What did she think of? She said seriously: "you don't join 

shenjizong because ye Chen?" 

 

Ji Siqing was a little flustered under the veil, but he finally nodded: "it is." 

 

Tu Lan Xin didn't think much. 

 

In her opinion, this woman's refusal is nothing more than the talent of Ye Chen. 



 

After all, a clan can only have a genius against heaven! 

 

And the choice of girls, rather than chicken tail! 

 

Obviously, he is afraid of Ye Chen. 

 

Naturally, she won't force too much. 

 

Tu Lanxin suddenly offered a jade card to Ji Siqing and said, "your qualifications are not suitable for 

joining those clans." 

 

"The gate where the jade plate is located may be suitable for you." 

 

"Take this jade card to report. I hope I can hear your legend on the top of shenjizong mountain within 

ten years." 

 

"Even, I vaguely feel, it doesn't take ten years." 

 

After the explanation, Tu Lanxin disappears. 

 

Ji Siqing looked at the jade card in his hand and fell into meditation. 

 

For a long time, she showed a smile: "a year is enough." 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Lingjia! 

 



Above the main hall, all the furniture turned into powder! 

 

This is the spirit of endless anger! 

 

Lingjiuxiao's death makes him furious! 

 

The hope of the rise of Lingjia is like this! 

 

How can he not be angry! 

 

His mind is full of pictures of that scene! 

 

Ye Chen's strength, lingjiuxiao's fear! 

 

"Why! Why? Why 

 

Constant roaring! 

 

He wanted revenge! 

 

But now ye Chen has a trace of Tu Lan Xin's strength. He is also a prospective disciple of shenjizong! 

 

He can't move! 

 

Once moved, it is implicated in the whole spirit family! 

 

If you want Ye Chen to die, you must let others do it! 

 

At this time, a servant of the spirit family knocked on the door of the main hall. 



 

"Sir, there is someone outside asking to see you!" 

 

"No one can be seen! Go away 

 

The servant hesitated for a few seconds, or outside the way: "master, this person said is the friend of 

young master Ling." 

 

"Revenge for the young master." 

 

"What's more, the man said his name was Lin Juelong." 

 

"He knows everything about ye Chen..." 

 

The next second, the spirit of infinite expression changed, hesitated for a few seconds, is to order: "let 

him in!" 

 

As for Lin Jue long, Ling Wuji has never heard of it! 

 

In the mouth of lingjiuxiao, Lin Juelong from Lingwu land is a demon talent! 

 

Even the potential is no less than lingjiuxiao! 

 

Only because, this man, can devour the blood of others and become stronger! 

 

Soon, a man in black appeared above the main hall! 

 

His face was covered with a trace of cold and evil. 

 



Terrible. 

 

The covered face is an extremely ferocious face. 

 

Ling Wuji frowned when he saw the appearance of Lin Jue long. As a strong man, he could feel the 

chaotic atmosphere of Lin Jue long.The confusion made him uncomfortable. 

 

But of course, he still asked: "you say, you can revenge for jiuxiao?" 

 

Lin Juelong raised his head under the black robe: "yes." 

 

"I can not only revenge, but also make your spirit family the top family in the kingdom of God 

 

The spirit is boundless! 

 

What a big breath! 

 

He was even a little angry! 

 

Just because it's nonsense! 

 

But he still calmed down, because intuition told him that there was a big secret in Lin Jue long! 

 

"If I guess right, you have a condition?" 

 

Lin Juelong suddenly laughed and stepped out: "I want the blood and cultivation of ten most powerful 

talents in the kingdom of God!" 

 

"You give me five first." 



 

"I helped you kill Ye Chen!" 

 

"After finishing the task, you will give me the remaining five, and I will help you to become a top family!" 

 

"At present, I have found a few good seedlings, they are also very amazing in the selection competition." 

 

…… 

 

In the quiet room of Mang Mountain Villa, ye Chen sits with his knees crossed and his eyes slightly 

closed. His whole body is full of evil spirit, and a golden light flashes in the air from time to time. 

 

In front of him, there is an ice coffin, in which is a beautiful woman. 

 

Although the woman lies in the ice coffin, her face is more and more ruddy. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen's eyes opened, the golden light in his eyes flashed, and let out a happy roar! 

 

He stood up with a look of joy. Now, a few days have passed since the end of the selection competition, 

and these days, he has finally refined the extremely evil spirit in his body! 

 

In fact, the force has increased by 30% again! The realm has also reached five levels of heaven. 

 

Using the power of breaking the sky, one's strength has reached the terrible number! 

 

Now ye Chen, if you run into nameless again, you won't be so embarrassed! 

 

He estimated that with all the means, he could defeat the existence of Taixu six layers of heaven, and 

even against some weak evil spirits of Taixu seven layers of heaven! 

 



At the same time, he also understood that it was more difficult to fight beyond the level. 

 

The gap between Taixu is like a natural moat! 

 

At this time, ye Chen felt what! 

 

Take out a jade talisman from the samsara cemetery! 

 

Just now, something happened to Yufu! 

 

Extremely strong movement! 

 

He looked at the jade talisman in his hand with a dignified look! 

 

This is exactly what Lin Yaqin gave himself when he stepped into the endless sea. 

 

On that day, he owed Lin Yaqin a favor! 

 

Before Lin Yaqin leaves, explain himself. If there is any special situation, he will contact him through 

Yufu! 

 

"Well, I don't want to owe him a favor." 

 

"Now that you have come to the kingdom of God, give it back to her." 

 

"From then on, I have nothing to do with her." 
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At this time, outside the door Qianying flashed, Yin Ming came in and said with a smile: "Ye Chen, your 

strength is stronger?" 

 

Ye Chen also said with a smile: "there are some gains in closing this time." 

 

With that, he looked at Chu Ying in the ice coffin. Although he had turned longxinguo into the ice coffin, 

it would take some time for Chu Ying to recover completely. 

 

When Tu Lanxin made an appointment with him, it should be about the same. 

 

Immediately, ye Chen said to Yin Ming, "ming'er, I want to go out for a visit. During this time, help me 

take care of Yinger." 

 

Because longxinguo has special medicinal effect, it can't be brought into play when it is stored in the 

storage space. Therefore, ye Chen can't go out to work like before with an ice coffin. 

 

Yin Ming nods, but all of a sudden, she looks strangely at Ye Chen. 

 

That look, see ye Chen heart straight hair hair hair, can't help but ask: "Ming son, what's wrong with 

you? Eye discomfort? " 

 

Yin Ming hummed: "Ye Chen, you go out this time, won't it be for women's sake?" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, can't help but a Leng, immediately, face dew bitter smile color! 

 

"This..." 

 

Women's intuition, sometimes, is really terrible! 

 



"It's true!" Yin Mingdu started her small mouth. In her beautiful eyes, she could not help but flash a 

trace of resentment. 

 

Ye Chen is good at everything, that is, the wife is so good! 

 

And, around Ye Chen side, are that kind of excellent beauty! Or different styles of the best beauty!! 

 

If you don't want to be jealous, it's almost impossible! 

 

But although Yin Ming said on the mouth, but the heart is to accept a few points. 

 

Shouldn't such a powerful man be? 

 

Besides, before her, ye Chen had already known Sun Yi, Xia Ruoxue, Ji Siqing and others. 

 

"Come on, it's funny! I don't care. " 

 

"I just want you back safe." 

 

"Don't make trouble." 

 

"The kingdom of God is no more dangerous than Lingwu land." 

 

…… 

 

Three days later, Shenguo flower city. 

 

A handsome young man in a black robe with a faint smile was facing a peddler and asked, "can the boss 

know where shenxuanzong is?" 



 

This person, of course, is Ye Chen. 

 

After the trial, he found out the position of shenxuanzong and came to Huacheng. 

 

After all, Lin Yaqin helped herself in the last endless sea. 

 

In the way of martial arts and Taoism, any emotion will produce cause and effect. 

 

He didn't want to have too much to do with Lin Yaqin, a woman full of killing intention. 

 

He knows that if you don't take the initiative and be strong, the relationship between Lin Yaqin and you 

can't change in a lifetime! 

 

According to Ye Chen's conjecture, Lin Yaqin is now, in order to kill himself, is he crazy to improve his 

strength? 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen can't help smiling. 

 

Moreover, he has confidence now, even if Lin Yaqin has already broken through to Taixu, his own 

strength should also be above it! 

 

Can that peddler smell speech, up and down looked at Ye Chen one eye, but face appears strange color. 

 

Ye Chen asked: "boss, what's wrong?" 

 

The peddler opened his mouth and said, "little brother, are you going to shenxuanzong? Now, 

shenxuanzong can't get in! " 

 

"Can't you get in?" "Ye Chen frowned," why can't you go in? " 



 

The peddler's eyes flashed and said, "shenxuanzong, we are preparing to burn our souls and burn our 

souls!" 

 

"Burning the soul?" Ye Chen vaguely, it seems to have been mentioned that this burning soul and fire is 

a kind of extremely cruel torture spread in ancient times! 

 

As the name suggests, it is to burn the warrior with a strange burning soul flame! 

 

In ancient times, it was a kind of auxiliary spirit flame for soul cultivation. 

 

At the same time, it was also used by various forces to torture those who committed serious crimes 

within the clan! 

 

Burning soul and burning flame, not only the body, will gradually be burned into coke, even the spirit 

will be burned together, the pain is incomparable! 

 

Ye Chen had a bad feeling in his heart, and he could not help asking, "boss, did anyone in shenxuanzong 

make a big mistake? Why such torture? " 

 

On hearing this, the peddler regretfully said, "Alas, the one who was punished by fire is Lin Yaqin, the 

holy daughter of shenxuanzong! 

 

It's said that Miss Lin is really beautiful, but she seldom shows up in Huacheng. However, she can only 

say that since ancient times, many beauties have lost their lives. In these days, Miss Lin goes in and out 

of all the martial arts arenas and fights with life! 

 

Her reputation is becoming more and more popular. I don't know if it is because of this that she has 

attracted Lei Yunpeng, the son of Lei's family! " 

 

"Mr. Lei, in our flower city, is a well-known vagabond. He is obsessed with Miss Lin's beauty. He wants to 

rely on his identity and belittle her! 



 

Who would have thought that although Lin looks like a celestial being, she is a murderous figure in her 

bones! No matter what identity and family background, I want to kill Mr. Lei!Although Mr. Lei's family 

background is terrible, his strength is extremely rubbish. Where is Miss Lin's opponent? Although Mr. Lei 

survived by protecting his life, he was seriously injured and his foundation was destroyed. " 

 

After hearing this, ye Chen's expression suddenly became cold. A sense of terror and killing broke out 

from his body. The merchant standing in front of Ye Chen's face changed wildly, and he looked at the 

young man who had only closed the door in front of him! 

 

At this time, he felt that his life had been completely out of his control. As long as ye Chen had a look in 

his eyes, he could destroy his body and spirit! 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and pressed down the most murderous idea. He asked the vendor, "Miss 

Lin, can she do something?" 

 

The peddler replied tremblingly, "Lin Miss Lin, there is nothing wrong now. It is said that she was 

imprisoned in shenxuanzong. However, she seriously injured Mr. Lei and angered the Lei family. The Lei 

family asked shenxuanzong to torture Lin Yaqin's life and death by burning his soul. In this way, she 

apologized to the Lei family! " 

 

…… 

 

On the outskirts of Huacheng, there is a hundred flowers mountain range, which is like spring in four 

seasons. There are tens of thousands of kinds of spiritual flowers all year round. The scenery is very 

beautiful. In this mountain range, an ancient and elegant building is located in it, just like a giant dragon 

in the hundred flowers. 

 

Here is the place of shenxuanzong. 

 

In Huacheng, shenxuanzong is a very influential force. The size of the sect is not too small, and it can be 

called a large one, but it is just a matter of force. In fact, its strength, details and upper class forces are 

quite different. 

 



It is said that shenxuanzong has a long history. It was founded in ancient times by a disciple who came 

out of the super sect at that time. It had a glorious time. 

 

However, after many years, shenxuanzong has already declined. Now, it is not powerful in the kingdom 

of God. 

 

But for Lingwu, it is the height of heaven. 

 

There are 5000 disciples in the shenxuanzong. The most powerful one is the leader of the contemporary 

shenxuanzong. He was in the early stage of cultivating and cutting off the evil! 
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At this time, in the shenxuanzong. 

 

Outside the door of an ordinary wing room, there are several purple lights on the door. The runes with 

good breath are faint. There is also a Dharma array covering the whole room. 

 

Outside the room, there are still five or six young men and women in the realm of Taixu. They are all the 

disciples of shenxuanzong! 

 

Several people seem to be guarding here, their faces are disdain and schadenfreude. 

 

A woman said with a sneer: "ha ha, I have long seen that this woman is not pleasing to the eye, relying 

on the patriarch's attention to her, do what I want? I knew for a long time that she would get into 

trouble sooner or later! " 

 

Another woman said: "I don't know what's good or bad. If I think I've become a saint in my family, what 

kind of chastity and heroine are you? Hehe, pretend it. It's her good fortune that Mr. Lei is interested in 

her. Originally, if she could seize the opportunity, she would rise together with our God Xuanzong! 

 



But what about her? That's how you repay your family? Thought her body how precious, how clean? I 

think it's just a bitch who wants to set up a memorial archway. " 

 

Another man said coldly: "beauty is really beautiful, but all day long, she is as cold as a dead man. This 

kind of woman is the disaster star, the evil star! In those days, the patriarch should not have been kind 

enough to leave this disaster behind! " 

 

"Mr. Lei, although he is a little bit useless, he is a serious son of the Lei family! 

 

Lei family, that's a real big force, which is not comparable to our God Xuanzong! 

 

What's more, Lei Yunpeng seems to be deeply loved by the Lei family owner. Where can't he match this 

bitch? She is good, ungrateful even if, will Lei childe serious injury? Don't you just want to pretend to be 

pure and pure? " 

 

"This kind of person will die if he dies, and he will also be associated with shangzong clan." 

 

Lin Yaqin is a famous iceberg goddess in the clan. Her appearance and aptitude make countless female 

disciples go crazy with jealousy! 

 

Although there are many male disciples who used to be happy with her, Lin Yaqin is so cold to everyone. 

She doesn't give anyone face. She even makes many male disciples who rely on their talent and confess 

to her lose face! 

 

Therefore, Lin Yaqin's accident this time, almost none of these disciples spoke for Lin Yaqin! 

 

Even after learning that she was going to be burned to death, she was extremely gloating! 

 

If ye Chen hears these people's dialogues, he will feel sad for Lin Yaqin. 

 

On that day, ye Chen killed a shenxuanzong disciple, but Lin Yaqin risked his life in order to pursue him! 

 



But this is how these disciples treat her? 

 

At this time, a young man with a pale face, a delicate face and a slightly gloomy manner, and dressed in 

shenxuanzong's clothes, came over. 

 

After seeing the youth, the disciples of shenxuanzong immediately stopped talking and saluted the 

youth respectfully and said, "elder martial brother Yu!" 

 

This man, named Yu Shaoyou, is one of the most powerful disciples in shenxuanzong! 

 

His self-cultivation has reached the level of Taixu! 

 

The youth complexion light spot nodded a way: "I want to go in and Lin Yaqin message." 

 

"Yes 

 

In the wing room, Lin Yaqin is sitting on the bed with his knees crossed. His beautiful forehead is covered 

with fine sweat. It seems that he is concentrating on cultivation. 

 

What is surprising is that Lin Yaqin has already broken through the realm of Taixu, and has reached the 

cultivation of Taixu three layers of heaven! 

 

The speed of practice is terrible! It can also be imagined that during this period of time, in order to 

enhance her strength, she is really desperate! 

 

However, Lin Yaqin has no spiritual power fluctuation! 

 

Her accomplishments have been sealed. 

 

At this time, it is just trying to crack the seal. 



 

However, the seal was planted by Shen Yong, the leader of shenxuanzong. Is it easy to crack the seal? 

 

Creak, the door of the wing room, opened. 

 

Yu Shaoyou enters the room and looks at Lin Yaqin's sweet sweat, which is vainly impacting the seal's 

appearance. He is in a good mood, and his face shows a trace of ironic smile. 

 

Lin Yaqin opened her beautiful eyes and looked at Yu Shaoyou, but her face was as cold as ever. 

 

Yu Shaoyou sat at the table leisurely and said, "sister Lin, do you want to break the seal? Ha ha, I advise 

you, don't waste your effort, and even if you crack, what can you do? Can you escape? In half an hour, 

you're going to be put to death, right? 

 

How about relaxing in the last half of your life 

 

Lin Yaqin's face did not change in the slightest, and said without emotion: "finished? Get out. " 

 

Yu Shaoyou's look is ferocious in an instant! He came this time to see Lin Yaqin humble, Lin Yaqin lost his 

manners, Lin Yaqin put down the goddess's frame, asked himself to help her! 

 

But? Lin Yaqin is still arrogant! 

 

Lin Yaqin's cold, arrogant, as if a ruthless foot, his self-esteem severely trampled on the ground! 

 

He hated Lin Yaqin, incomparably!He comes from home. Yu's family is also a good force in the kingdom 

of God. It's just weaker than shenxuanzong. Yu Shaoyou's background is very powerful among 

shenxuanzong's disciples! 

 

What's more, he is not Lei Yunpeng's rubbish who can only rely on his family background. Yu Shaoyou's 

martial arts talent is extremely powerful! 



 

When he first entered the sect, he fell in love with Lin Yaqin, who was just like a man and a heaven. His 

appearance was unique, and he also sent out the snow goddess's breath! 

 

He tried his best to improve his strength. He was able to stand at the peak of zhenzhuan disciples. Then, 

he confessed with Lin Yaqin in front of many disciples of shenxuanzong 

 

He prepared for a long time, used a lot of family resources, and even invited those good friends, just to 

give Lin Yaqin the most gorgeous confession! 

 

At that time, I don't know how many female disciples were so envious that they would go crazy! 

 

But what about the result? 

 

Lin Yaqin not only refused him, but also beat him in the face of the public! 

 

He still remembers what Lin Yaqin said to him at that time 

 

That day, in the face of his carefully prepared grand confession, Lin Yaqin did not even intend to take a 

look at it, and ignored it directly! 

 

But when he stopped Lin Yaqin and confessed to him, Lin Yaqin just said two words coldly 

 

"Get out of the way." 

 

It seems that there is nothing, but in fact, it just shows that Lin Yaqin did not put everything he did in his 

eyes! 

 

On that day, Yu Shaoyou lost face to the extreme 

 



Even, it became a joke in the circle 

 

On that day, Yu Shaoyou secretly swore that one day, he would revenge that bitch! 

 

That disgraced bitch! 

 

Now, Lin Yaqin's attitude towards him is the same as at that time! 

Chapter 2490 

 

 

 

Yu Shaoyou takes a deep breath and suppresses his anger. Why should he get angry with a bitch who is 

about to be sent to the gallows and suffer unimaginable torture? 

 

Yu Shaoyou suddenly said with a smile: "ha ha, younger martial sister, I'm here to tell you that Lei's 

family is far away from Huacheng. But why did Lei Yunpeng just go to the fighting field that day and see 

your competition?" 

 

Lin Yaqin's beautiful eyes, a flash of cold light, staring at Yu Shaoyou, after a long silence, said coldly: 

"why?" 

 

She naturally knew that Yu Shaoyou said that Lei Yunpeng's appearance must have something to do with 

him! 

 

That is to say, Lin Yaqin's success in today's situation is the result of less travel and the first-hand 

arrangement! 

 

What makes her puzzled is that she seems to have nothing to do with Yu Shao you? 

 

Although Lin Yaqin seldom had any intersection with other disciples, they all belonged to the same sect. 

 



Yu Shaoyou, why do you do this? 

 

"Ha ha." Yu Shaoyou sneers, he finally attracted Lin Yaqin's attention? 

 

Good. 

 

He looked at Lin Yaqin bitterly and said, "why? Good one, why! " 

 

"Lin Yaqin, don't you remember what you said to me when I confessed to you that day? "Get out of the 

way"? In front of my friends, in front of a group of disciples of shenxuanzong, you said two words, "get 

out of the way"? Well, what a goddess Xuanzong is, what an iceberg fairy, what a pure and pure Lin 

Yaqin 

 

"From that day on, I secretly vowed that I would revenge you and make you pay the price!" 

 

"It's a pity that you have been practicing in the sect, and I can't find a suitable opportunity." 

 

"However, some time ago, after you returned from your school mission, what kind of stimulation did 

you feel? Crazy in and out of the big fighting arena, fight life and death, hone their own strength 

 

"I know, the opportunity has come..." 

 

"Aren't you a pure saint? I'd like to see if you can be so chaste when you are flirting with Lei Yunpeng 

 

"Sure enough, you didn't let me down! Indeed, stupid enough! Such a good opportunity, you don't know 

how to seize it. Even if you climb up to Lei's home, you're also seriously injured Lei Yunpeng! 

 

Now, the Lord of Lei family persecutes my God Xuanzong, and he must execute you with burning soul 

and fire, in order to thank the Lei family! The Lord and your master can't save you even if you look after 

you! " 

 



"Even, you will become a sinner of my God Xuanzong! You seem to have a sense of belonging to 

shenxuanzong? Well, it suits you to die as a sinner, isn't it? " 

 

Lin Yaqin didn't speak, but even with her cold personality, she couldn't help but feel a little cold in her 

heart 

 

Although she is very cold in nature, she is not really sentimental. In her heart, she regards 

shenxuanzong's people as her own. Otherwise, she would not pursue Ye Chen even if she jumped down 

Tianyin cliff for the sake of a disciple of shenxuanzong. 

 

And now, Yu Shaoyou designs her like this because of her own two characters? 

 

How can we not feel cold? 

 

When Yu Shaoyou saw Lin Yaqin's beautiful eyes, he couldn't help feeling very happy. He said with a 

smile: "by the way, I have to tell you another news. The son of our God Xuanzong, that is, my brother Yu 

Yan, during this period of time, is impacting the seven layers of Taixu! 

 

Right now, we're going to get out of the customs! Hehe, this year, he is less than 100 years old, less than 

100 years old. Can you imagine 

 

"My brother loves you too, but even if you are such an excellent and amazing monster like my brother, 

you still don't like it? 

 

Pretending to be noble and refuse him? Hehe, however, I have to thank you. If you didn't refuse my 

brother, I couldn't retaliate against you. " 

 

"Now, my brother is about to become the favorite of heaven, the most dazzling star of shenxuanzong, 

and even lead the whole shenxuanzong to rise strongly and shine brilliantly in the kingdom of God! And 

you? " 

 

"You will only, incomparably extremely painful, die on the fire rack, Lin Yaqin, do you regret it?" 

 



Yu Yan is the pride of the whole family! Although Yu Shaoyou's own qualification is good, it's nothing 

compared with Yu Yan! 

 

It is the object he has been longing for since he was a child and his goal all along! In Shaoyou's mind, 

brother is God like existence! 

 

To tell you the truth, if Lin Yaqin refuses to be the only one, he may not hate Lin Yaqin so much! 

 

But Lin Yaqin, this damned bitch! Even in his mind, he refused! 

 

To God's glory, stained with shadow! 

 

This can never be forgiven! 

 

This bitch, you must die! 

 

Only when she is dead, the elder brother can get rid of the shadow of being rejected completely and let 

the heart of Tao have no flaw!!! 

 

In Lin Yaqin's beautiful eyes, a flash of color, Yu Yan unexpectedly wants to advance to the later stage of 

Taixu? 

 

This really surprised her. Yu Yan's martial arts talent is really excellent. Maybe she can lead the clan to 

rise against the trend. It is almost certain that Yu Yan will be the future leader of shenxuanzong.But what 

about regret? 

 

Ha ha, she never regrets! 

 

Even if, let her go back to the past and make a new choice, she will still refuse in the flame! 

 

What she did was kill! In order to reach the peak of martial arts, cut all the ways! 



 

Her heart, there is no redundant position, left in the flame. 

 

Maybe, there will be a person, a person who can't be obliterated by her killing way, stay in her heart, 

but that person is not Yu Yan. 

 

Suddenly, in Lin Yaqin's mind, a figure of a man appeared 

 

The voice with indifference, but also full of an inexplicable attraction, rings in Lin Yaqin's ear again. 

 

"Remember my name, my name is Ye Chen..." 

 

Can not help, Lin Yaqin that beautiful mouth, raised a trace of disdain smile. 

 

Yu Yan's martial arts talent is really good, but what is it compared with that person? 

 

No matter how powerful the mole ant is, it is still a mole ant, which can not be compared with the 

dragon. 

 

She suddenly, some curious Ye Chen's strength now. 

 

"What are you laughing at?" Lin Yaqin's disdainful smile was that she did not swim to see it, but it was 

extremely dazzling! 

 

"You, that's disdain?" 

 

Yu Shaoyou looked at Lin Yaqin with a cold face: "do you know the terror of the strong in the late Taixu 

period? Don't you care? Are you qualified to disdain? Now, you still have to pretend and be proud? " 

 



Lin Yaqin has nothing to say, and there is nothing to say. If yu Shaoyou was originally a disciple of 

shenxuanzong, she still had a little weight in her heart. Now, this weight has already disappeared. 

 

For Lin Yaqin, Yu Shao is air. 

 

"Good! Very good! " Yu Shao you laughed bitterly, "I see you, how long can you still install it? Can you be 

so proud when you are suffering from burning soul, when your beautiful body is scorched by fire and 

becomes extremely ugly 

 

Say in less swim turn to leave, the eye is expecting! 

 

Looking forward to half an hour later, the execution of the fire! 

 

Half an hour, for the martial arts practitioners, fleeting! 

 

Soon, Lin Yaqin was taken to the square in front of shenxuanzong hall. 

 


